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Lots of mouths to feed!

DoggieRescue is searching for dog lovers with a few hours spare to help feed our dogs.

DoggieRescue’s shelter is located at Ingleside on Sydney’s northern beaches. DoggieRescue, largely a volunteer organisation is seeking help to feed our doggies who reside there. With some 100 hungry mouths to feed it is a big job.

“Being a feeding volunteer is great” says Noni one of our feeders. “For me, an absolute dog lover, there is nothing better than getting in amongst the action and seeing all my doggie pals! It is one of the most rewarding things I have ever done. The dogs are always wagging their tails and jump up to see what is in our buckets when we arrive. They know their lunch is coming! It is great to get in there and meet all the dogs and learn all their personalities. They are all unique!”

Each week you see the changes in the dogs. From being scared and skinny with no self confidence they become happy dogs who wag their tails, delighted that their dinner is coming.

“Don’t get me wrong, being a feeder is messy and tiring at times, but helping the dogs at DoggieRescue stay well fed & well loved is a great experience that I’d never give up!”

DoggieRescue is always looking for genuine doggie lovers interested in becoming a feeding volunteer on a rostered basis. We are also after some team leaders willing to co-ordinate and induct our new feeders. Would you like to join us?

DoggieRescue.com is a charity largely driven by volunteers. It is NSW’s largest No-Kill welfare group for dogs - rescuing the lost, abandoned, unloved, abused and neglected dogs from death row in Sydney’s pounds.

Being largely a volunteer organisation, we are always looking for volunteers to lend a hand at our Doggiewood shelter at Ingleside on Sydney’s northern beaches. Visit www.DoggieRescue.com.au or call us on 02 9486 3133.
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